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Structure from Motion on Salish Shores:
Remote Mapping for Restoration
Branden Rishel
branden@coastalgeo.com
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Beaches in the Region: Why Care?
● No coral, not much sediment from rivers
● Feeder bluffs supply ~90% Salish Sea beach seds
● Natural gravel required for forage fish spawning
○ Surf smelt, sand lance, herring
○ Messed up by bulkheads, seawalls, etc.
● Forage fish a keystone species; food for salmon
○ Also food for seabirds and marine mammals
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Path to Acceptance of SfM
● Limited R&D  in a seven-person 
company
● Kites, camera-on-a-stick, 
ground photos
● Initial efforts quick and dirty
● Long path to billable UAV work 
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Opportunistic SfM
(during other field work)
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SfM with Others’ Aerial Photos
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Ground Photo SfM
● Not even a stick
● One-point ground control with laser 
rangefinder/inclinometer offsets
● Still useful!
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Internal Research and Development Report
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SfM Compared to Total Station
● Demonstrated better resolution
● Caught a missed inflection
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Armor Encroachment on Tribal Lands
● Larger budget for visualizations
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SfM to CAD + 3Ds
● Very good vertical essential
● GCP from licensed surveyors
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Armor Encroachment on Tribal Tidelands
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Reference Beach
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Drone!
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Fun mapping for future change
● Future park on fill
● Planned beach restoration
● Future sailing facility?
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Eelgrass Mapping
● Good enough for pre-design
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Sonar + UAV Surface
● Dredging to nourish
○ Not going to work
● Sonar with water level plus UAV SfM
○ Surface match within ~1-3”
● CAD wizard Adam is busy
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Orthomosaics Most Useful?
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Lummi Shore Road
● 5.5 miles long, stitched
● 7 field days
● PPK GPS ground control
● Lower target resolution
● During BC fires!
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Kite Photos where UAVs Not Permitted
● Cheap
● Tricky
● Requires >10 knots surface wind
● Attitude control not important
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Upcoming Work
● Wavelet analysis of surface grain size
● Sediment budgets
● Possible bathymetry
● Immersive visualizations in Unity
● Alpine forest mapping (me but not CGS)
● Automated armor extraction?
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Questions?
